Professor in Applied Mathematics / Statistics with tenure

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics at Toulouse School of Economics (TSE) has an opening for a Professor position with tenure beginning September 1, 2023.

TSE offers an exceptional professional and scientific such as:
— high-quality scientific environment in Toulouse,
— strong interaction with the prominent Department of Economics,
— very pleasant working conditions in a major city in south of France, new building in the city center,
— efficient staff and support to grant management and application,
— attractive incentive-based research environment.

We recommend that candidate submit by February 23, 2023 the following package:
— cover letter,
— curriculum vitae,
— statements on research (candidates could highlight the relevance of carrying it at TSE) and teaching (with evaluations and past and possible future responsibility of academic programs),
— links to accessible files of significant publications and preprints in CV or statement on research,
— contact information for at least three reference letter writers.

The search for candidates continues until the position is filled. We will start interviews in March 2023.

Application and possible questions should be sent to recruitment-math-senior@tse-fr.eu.